
Real-time monitoring with automated remediation
Addigy provides real-time device statistics across an entire 
portfolio giving Apple administrators complete visibility and 
powerful tools to manage the state of devices. Administrators 
can also monitor the state of machines and automatically 
trigger remediation steps if certain conditions are met. This 
robust and innovative solution allows Apple administrators to 
scale their time efficiently and effectively while providing 
unparalleled services to their users.
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Innovative Infrastructure
Addigy is a cloud-based Apple Device Management platform that 
enables Apple IT as a Service. Leveraging a modern technology 
stack and highly-scalable infrastructure, Addigy provides all the 
functionality you need to effectively manage your entire Apple 
ecosystem in a single, unified solution. No more one-off tools or 
incomplete point solutions. And because Addigy is cloud-based, 
there is no need to setup and maintain servers across locations.

Powerful Administrative Framework
The Addigy platform allows virtually any web browser to securely 
and centrally access all administrative functions for servicing and 
managing Apple devices. From a single interface, Addigy users can 
perform powerful administrative tasks at scale with push button 
simplicity.

Live device access & management
Addigy has multiple remote control options that can be used 
within the main web application. Apple administrators can 
leverage Screen Connect, Addigy Remote Control, GoLive™, or 
the Addigy Live Terminal™ for real-time command-line access 
to managed devices regardless of geographic location.

It’s such a joy to be able to just push 
out an application to a user when they 
aren’t looking. I had a user recently 
that couldn’t launch Chrome, so I 
deleted the current version with Addigy 
Live Terminal, pushed out the new 
version from Deployments, and then 
asked the user to click the Chrome icon 
in their dock. All in real-time it took 
under a minute and the user was back 
in business.
 - Tim Pearson, Partner, CreativeTechs
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Profile and device configuration & governance
Maintaining the desired configuration state of every Apple device in 
a portfolio is a mission critical task. Apple administrators who use 
Addigy can ensure that all device profiles and configurations are 
enforced across their entire portfolio at all times.

Organization-wide security & compliance enforcement
Apple IT administrators play a critical role in securing Apple devices 
and ensuring they remain compliant with any organizational security 
policies. Administrators can use Addigy to make sure all security 
configurations are enforced at a department or organization level. 
Security features include Firewall Management, Website Blocking, 
Filevault Management, Gatekeeper Enforcement, Password Policy 
Enforcement, Screensaver Password Settings, Extensive Security 
Software Catalog and more.
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Easy OS and software deployment & updating
With Addigy, there is no need to create and upload custom packages 
for every piece of software you support. Addigy has an extensive 
public software catalog regularly updated by our team and the 
Addigy community. Administrators can deploy custom or public 
software, configuration profiles, applications and patches to their 
entire portfolio all from within the web application. We also remove 
the cumbersome task of manually uploading items to separate 
distribution points and provide real-time deployment status to 
deliver greater flexibility and visibility to users.

Administrators can also automatically apply system updates, Micro-
soft Office updates and third-party patches, as well as provide 
software, services and solutions through the End-User Self Service 
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